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INTRODUCTION.

This report is Section I of a series of papers, comprising a general report on aeronautic instruments, published as Technical Reports Nos. 125 to 132, inclusive, which contain the results of investigations on aeronautic instruments by the Bureau of Standards and which have been prepared under research authorizations formulated and recommended by the subcommittee on aerodynamics and approved by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Much of the material contained in this report was made available through the cooperation of the War and Navy Departments.

As authorized by the committee on aerodynamics, these reports include a complete account of the status of aeronautic instruments at the end of the war and cover the subject in detail up to the beginning of the year 1920. Since that date nearly a year and a half has been required for the actual preparation of the manuscripts, which represent the cooperative effort of eighteen individual authors, many of whom have left the Government service. Report No. 132, by Dr. F. L. Hunt, now Chief of the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the Bureau of Standards, serves to bridge this gap by giving a brief statement of recent developments. The bibliography also has been kept complete up to the moment of going to press.

Technical Reports Nos. 126 to 131, inclusive, contain a systematic, illustrated description of American, British, French, Italian, Swiss, Dutch, Danish, Austrian, and German aircraft instruments, together with methods of testing developed by the Bureau of Standards, and brief statements of investigation results. In compiling the material for these reports, separate papers have been written by experts on the respective types of instruments, as, for example, altimeters, tachometers, or oxygen apparatus.

Subjects which are common to instruments in general are treated in this report. Throughout the series of reports emphasis has been placed on the description of successful types of instruments and the exposition of fundamental scientific principles, while the space devoted to investigations and developments of transitory interest has been reduced to a minimum. In this way it is expected that the reports will be of permanent value for reference.

SUMMARY.

This report is intended as a technical introduction to the series of reports on aeronautic instruments. It presents a discussion of those subjects which are common to all instruments. In the first place, a general classification is given, embracing all types of instruments used in aeronautics. The arrangement of information dealing with these various instruments throughout the reports is then briefly indicated as a guide to the reader. Finally, a classification is given of the various problems confronted by the instrument expert and investigator. In this way the following groups of problems are brought up for consideration: First, problems of mechanical design; second, human factor; third, manufacturing problems; fourth, supply and
selection of instruments; fifth, problems concerning the technique of testing; sixth, problems of installation; seventh, problems concerning the use of instruments; eighth, problems of maintenance; ninth, physical research problems. This enumeration of problems which are common to instruments in general serves to indicate the different points of view which should be kept freshly in mind in approaching the study of any particular instrument.

**CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUMENTS.**

Instruments used in aeronautics may be classified first of all into three general groups according as they are used on the ground; or sent up into the air on kites and balloons, solely for aerological purposes; or installed on board navigable aircraft. Briefly, these three groups may be designated as ground instruments, aerological instruments, and aircraft instruments.

Ground instruments comprise aircraft location instruments, meteorological, and laboratory instruments. Aircraft location instruments include, first, those used for detecting the approach of hostile aircraft, usually acoustic in principle; second, instruments for measuring the altitude or speed of aircraft from the ground, based upon transits or other sighting devices; third, course-tracing instruments, such as the camera-obscura and recording theodolites. Laboratory instruments for aeronautic work include, besides wind-tunnel and power-plant testing equipment, the necessary standard or master instruments for use in calibrating aircraft instruments.

Aerological instruments may be put into four groups according as they are sent up on kites and pilot balloons, or in captive balloons, in free balloons, or in navigable aircraft. In the first case only recording instruments are wanted, and the altitude range may need to be exceedingly high. Maximum indicators have an application here as well as those yielding continuous records. For captive balloons the need of instruments would seem to be a minimum, but might include the aneroid barometer and anemometer. For free balloons the anemometer, or air-speed indicator, would not serve any purpose, but the altimeter and compass and a ground-speed indicator would be desirable, and a statoscope indispensable for delicate indications of ascent or descent. For preserving a record of the trip and investigating air conditions encountered, the various aerographic instruments would be used, including barograph, thermograph, and hygrograph. Aerological instruments may, finally, be installed in airplanes and dirigibles for investigation of atmospheric conditions, or, as in the case of the strut thermometer, to secure data needed for reducing performance tests to standard atmospheric conditions. The term aerological is employed in these reports to distinguish instruments used in studying the structure of the atmosphere from those needed as an aid to flying. The latter will be referred to as aircraft instruments.

Aircraft instruments are fundamentally divided into two groups, those designed for experimental purposes and those furnished as a part of the regular service equipment of aircraft. Experimental instruments must be capable of more accurate results than service instruments, and the self-recording feature is desirable, but the designer has considerable latitude in attaining these objects. In contrast with this, service instruments, though less sensitive and precise, must be sufficiently reliable under a more severe range of conditions; and they must be direct-reading without elaborate corrections, not easily deranged, and possessing minimum bulk and weight.

Experimental instruments differ somewhat in operation and in requirements according as they are designed for routine performance testing, for steady flight investigations, for stunting and accelerated flight, or for competitive altitude records.

Service instruments, on the contrary, are designed more with reference to the type of aircraft than the character of the flight, since the latter is indeterminate. While the majority of service instruments are the same for all aircraft, some are specially adapted for seaplanes, others for multiple engine craft, and, finally, additional instruments such as gas-bag manometers and thermometers, water-ballast gauges, ballonet volume indicators, and hydrogen detectors may be needed for lighter-than-air craft.

These various classifications are shown concisely in Table I.
TABLE I.
INSTRUMENTS USED IN AERONAUTICS.
I. GROUND INSTRUMENTS.
   A. AIRCRAFT LOCATION INSTRUMENTS.
      For detection.
      For speed measurement.
      For course tracing.
   B. METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
   C. LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS.
      For wind tunnels, power-plant testing, etc.
      For calibration of aircraft instruments.
II. AEROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
   A. FOR KITES AND PILOT BALLOONS.
   B. FOR CAPTIVE BALLOONS.
   C. FOR FREE BALLOONS.
III. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS.
   A. EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENTS.
      For routine performance testing.
      For steady flight investigations.
      For stunting and accelerated flight.
      For competitive altitude records.
   B. SERVICE INSTRUMENTS.
      Instruments common to all aircraft.
      Instruments adapted for seaplanes.
      Instruments for multiple engine craft.
      Additional instruments for airships.

Service instruments may further be classified with reference to the respective physical measurements made; this has been done more or less completely in Table II.

TABLE II.
SERVICE INSTRUMENTS.
1. ALTITUDE INSTRUMENTS.
   (a) Altimeters and barographs.
   (b) Statoscopes and rate-of-climb indicators.
   (c) Aerographic instruments.
2. SPEED INSTRUMENTS.
   (a) Air speed indicators.
   (b) Ground speed indicators.
3. DIRECTION INSTRUMENTS.
   (a) Inclinometers and banking indicators.
   (b) Stabilizers.
   (c) Compasses and turn indicators.
4. POWER-PLANT INSTRUMENTS.
   (a) Tachometers.
   (b) Thermometers.
   (c) Pressure gauges.
   (d) Gasoline depth gauges and flow meters.
5. OXYGEN AND OTHER ACCESSORY INSTRUMENTS.
6. NAVIGATING INSTRUMENTS.

The first five groups meet the requirements of local aviation, while those of the sixth group (navigation instruments) are needed for long-distance flights. Local aviation instruments may be divided into general flying instruments, power-plant instruments, and accessory instruments. The general flying instruments are classified as altitude, speed, or direction instru-
ments, and shown here by groups 1, 2, and 3. Power-plant instruments are represented by group 4. Oxygen apparatus for the aviator constitutes the most important of the accessory instruments, group 5, although bombsights and other military or photographic equipment might also be included here, together with hydrogen detectors, buoyancy computers, and other airship accessories.

COMPOSITION OF THE SERIES OF REPORTS.

Substantially the foregoing classification (Table II) has been adopted for the framework of these reports, which deal primarily with service instruments. To a less extent experimental, aerological, and laboratory instruments are likewise discussed and grouped under the same general headings. The six classes in Table II correspond respectively to Reports Nos. 126 to 131, inclusive.

Thus, Report No. 126 covers the general field of altitude instruments and closely-related subjects in the following papers:

Part I, by A. H. Mears, H. B. Hendrickson, and W. G. Brombacher, on altimeters and barographs;
Part II, by J. B. Peterson and J. R. Freeman, jr., on precision altimeter design;
Part III, by A. H. Mears, on statoscopes and rate-of-climb indicators;
Part IV, by J. A. C. Warner, on aerographic instruments.

Report No. 127, dealing with aircraft speed instruments, by F. L. Hunt and by H. O. Stearns, is composed of one part descriptive of air-speed indicators, a second on testing methods, and a third on principles of ground speed measurements.

Direction instruments, a complex group, are brought together in Report No. 128, in the following papers:

Part I, by W. S. Franklin and M. H. Stillman, covering inclinometers and banking indicators, including all necessary gyroscopic principles;
Part II, by R. L. Sanford, dealing specifically with methods adopted for testing magnetic compasses;
Part III, by J. A. C. Warner, comprehensively describing compasses;

Report No. 129 includes the numerous power-plant instruments in five parts, as follows:

Part I, by G. E. Washburn, dealing with aircraft tachometers;
Part II, by R. C. Sylvander, on testing methods for tachometers;
Part III, by E. F. Mueller and R. W. Wilhelm, on thermometers for aircraft engines.
Part IV, by H. N. Eaton, on pressure gauges;
Part V, by J. A. C. Warner, on gasoline depth gauges and flow meters.

Report No. 130, by F. L. Hunt, presents a complete account of oxygen equipment for the aviator.

Report No. 131, by H. N. Eaton, is a comprehensive report on modern navigating instruments for long-distance flight, including radio equipment. This subject is approached from the standpoint of aerial navigation methods rather than that of the physical operation of the instruments. Passing from one problem of navigation to another, the instruments needed are described in turn. This paper naturally overlaps with several of the others; for example, in the case of air-speed indicators and compasses, because the navigator has to depend on all of the instruments to some extent in addition to his own special equipment. In such instances reference can be made to other reports of the series for the details of mechanical construction, so that it remains only to discuss those characteristics of the instrument pertaining to the navigation problem itself, especially questions concerning the accuracy attainable.

This understanding of the general arrangement of subject matter should make it possible for the reader to locate a given topic without any alphabetical index by reference to the table of contents at the beginning of each report. In one or another of these tables every instrument discussed in the body of the reports will be found listed, taking usually the maker's name or trade name as its designation. Altogether in Reports Nos. 126 to 131, inclusive, some 250 different instruments are specifically described, aside from testing equipment. (Practically
all of the more important of these instruments have been available for examination in the
Government instrument collection maintained at the Bureau of Standards in Washington.)

While the general outline or plan of these reports was entirely the work of the Aeronautic
Instruments Section, organized by the author under the personal supervision of Dr. Stratton,
all departments of the bureau have been freely called upon for cooperation. Thus wind tunnel
tests were made in cooperation with the staff of the aerodynamic laboratory, other tests were
carried on with the facilities of the low temperature laboratory, and the contributions of Messrs.
Freeman, Stillman, Sanford, and Mueller and Wilhelm were made possible through courtesy
of the metallurgy, weights and measures, electrical, and heat divisions, respectively.

Any adequate attempt to acknowledge cooperative assistance received from outside the
circle of those who participated directly in this work would develop almost into a complete
catalogue of the aviation authorities and instrument experts in the United States and allied
countries. However, the authors and compilers of these reports cordially recognize these
innumerable courtesies, in the absence of which the reports could not have been made at all
complete.

CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS.

While the concrete details of the respective instruments will be thoroughly taken up in the
subsequent papers, there are some problems common to all instruments which may well be
considered first. Such problems originating in the study of one particular instrument, oftentimes lead to a general solution which can later be applied with advantage to other instruments
presenting analogous questions. Moreover, it ought to stimulate the imagination to take this
bird's-eye view of instrument problems in the abstract, enabling one to study the remaining
reports more critically and to be better prepared to anticipate the difficulties involved in any
contemplated project of instrument development.

PROBLEMS OF MECHANICAL DESIGN.

The art of designing aeronautical instruments is at present almost wholly on a cut-and-try
basis. It is to be expected that rational design will eventually supersede empirical design, so
that the designer, utilizing available results of physical research, can go almost directly to the
drawing board and lay out the necessary proportions for securing the desired performance.

In either case the design will be carried forward in two general stages, first accomplishing
what might be called the functional design, and then modifying this design in conformity with
practical restrictions that may have been imposed.

This preliminary or functional design includes in typical cases the design of the force
element, the transmission mechanism, the indicating or recording element, and the compensa-
tion, in all their interrelations.

Practically every type of instrument is actuated by some force element. The force in
question is produced by some effect corresponding in magnitude with the physical quantity
to be measured. In the various aeronautic instruments this initial force action may be set
up by hydrostatic pressure, impact pressure, centrifugal force, gyrostatic torque, viscous drag,
thermal expansion, magnetic field, or otherwise. However, produced it is usually registered
by the deformation of some elastic system, such as a steel spring, a German silver diaphragm,
or some combination of elastic parts. In the consideration of spring design, regardless of the
particular instruments in question, certain problems will come up. Among these are the deter-
mination of the stiffness needed; the calculation of the necessary dimensions or shape to pro-
duce this amount of stiffness; the amount of deflection possible without departing from a uniform
scale relation; and means for securing sufficient rigidity in the attachment of the spring. Simi-
lar problems arise in diaphragm design, including the consideration of the effect of corruga-
tions; thickness of metal; variability of thickness from center to circumference as a means of
controlling the scale relation; relative advantage of combining diaphragms in series as con-
trasted with increasing the area of a single diaphragm; best method for joining the top and
bottom diaphragms together at the rim. Many other such questions are involved in successful
diaphragm design, and it is notable that flexible diaphragms are used in a large number of the most diverse instruments. The design of the complete force element may also require the consideration of the properties of coupled systems.

The problems of transmission design are largely geometrical. Uniformity of scale in the finished instrument is usually desirable, and expedients for securing this by suitable arrangement of levers, cams, or other movements are of interest in connection with all instruments. The mechanism must also be provided with a sufficient degree of adjustability as regards both the zero point and the total multiplying power. Other considerations involved are the relative merits of jewelled or metallic bearings; of knife-edge contacts or flexible plate connections; of large multiplying power or large force action. In all mechanisms, finally, a suitable compromise has to be determined between friction and lost motion. Neither one can be completely eliminated without suffering too large an influence from the other.

Even the dial and pointer design involves scientific problems which have not been completely solved. The graduations may either be laid out empirically, after assembling and testing the instrument with a substitute dial, or they may be laid out in a uniform manner beforehand, with the expectation of subsequently adjusting the movement to agree with the dial. Maximum visibility and precision must be secured for both the dial and pointer. The pointer must be sufficiently close to the dial surface to reduce the parallax without danger of contact, and the attachment of the pointer to the spindle must be such as to permit readjustment of position without danger of slipping around while the instrument is in use.

The design of compensation devices is likewise difficult. It seems comparatively simple to compensate for gravitational effects (inclination of instrument) by suitable counterweights, but this has rarely been done with complete success. Compensation for angular accelerations such as are always present due to the vibration of the instrument board has rarely been undertaken. The effect of temperature on the reading of the instrument, other conditions remaining constant, can be compensated by thermal expansion devices, such as the bimetallic bar familiar in aneroid construction, but the compensation of instruments for change of sensitivity with temperature may practically be classed as an unsolved problem.

The final stage of design has mainly two objects in view; First, conformity with limitations of weight and size; second, interchangeability.

In regard to the former requirement, it is evident that, while a large force action is desirable to overcome friction in the mechanism, this on the one hand may, in the case of diaphragm instruments, require large areas and tend to make the total instrument too large; on the other hand large force action requires greater strength of supporting parts, thus tending to make the weight of the final instrument excessive. Here, as in so many other problems of mechanical design, a suitable compromise has to be determined upon.

Standardization of design for the purpose of interchangeability applies to the external size of case, arrangement of holes and flanges, connections to shafting or tubing, cover glasses, screw threads, etc. A beginning has been made toward international standardization on many of these details by the work of the International Aircraft Standards Board as temporarily organized in Washington during the war. This general subject of standardization would seem to merit further consideration in the future.

THE HUMAN FACTOR.

The reaction of the aviator to his instruments has to be considered, as well as the operation of the instruments themselves. This is evident enough in the case of appliances such as oxygen apparatus, intended solely for the comfort and efficiency of the aviator, or in the case of complicated instruments such as bomb sights. But it is equally true with the more simple, direct-reading instruments. It is not enough for such instruments to be mechanically correct; they must be, in the case of service instruments, readily intelligible to the pilot. The manipulation of the instrument must not make an appreciable demand on his time or attention. The visibility must be satisfactory both day and night. Finally, service instruments must be "fool proof." While much can be accomplished by technical instruction courses for aviation
personnel, still the personal prejudice of the average pilot has to be reckoned with. If the instrument for any reason fails to appeal to the individual pilot, he will take great chances rather than trouble to look at it. On the other hand, if the instrument pleases his fancy, he may grow so attached to it that he will claim he could not fly safely without it, even though the instrument be scientifically known to be incorrect. Curious examples of this circumstance were found in the popularity of the earlier liquid type Pitot tube among the British pilots and the spinning-top inclinometer among the French.

MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS.

For best results the instrument designer must look beyond the intrinsic problems of his instrument to consider the difficulties of actual construction, and especially of quantity production. The problems of casting, stamping, machining, tempering, assembling, and other processes may, of course, be such as to make one design more economical or capable of quicker production than another of the same quality.

Having agreed upon a given design, there still remain problems of production efficiency which the manufacturer must settle by himself. Take, for example, the question of uniform or empirical scale graduations already referred to. Machines are on the market for graduating mercury-in-glass thermometers automatically in such a manner that any three fixed points may be scratched on the stem and the remainder of the scale smoothly interpolated. The same process should be applicable to aeronautic instruments of the circular dial type. Now for quantity production, this method, whether executed automatically or by hand, is without doubt the most efficient for turning out properly adjusted instruments. It eliminates the time needed on uniform scale instruments for tinkering with each individual movement; and the empirical scale instrument passes inspection tests with practically no rejections for calibration error. Yet after being out in service for some time, if the respective instruments undergo exactly the same internal change, the uniform scale will now show the less error, as careful reasoning might predict. Thus, there is something to be said in favor of each method, and the problem can not be settled a priori.

Besides many such special problems, the manufacturer is always confronted by the general question whether it will pay better to force production rapidly, permitting a high percentage of test rejections, or to more carefully examine the material entering each instrument, thus slowing down the process but insuring a nearly perfect product in each case. While this problem exists to some degree in all manufacturing work, it is a specially prominent and interesting one for measuring instruments.

SUPPLY AND SELECTION OF INSTRUMENTS.

Proper coordination of instrument orders, not merely speed of production, was found to be of critical importance during the war. Such coordination requires both a correct relative amount of different items and correct choice of corresponding parts. Questions of this kind can not be satisfactorily settled by office personnel. Technical knowledge and personal contact with conditions at the airdromes are necessary.

The control of quality of output by systematic inspection is generally necessary. Such inspection in this country and England is based on written specifications. In France such specifications were not in vogue during the war, greater reliance being placed on the artistic pride and professional skill of the numerous instrument manufacturers of established reputation.

An important difference between the inspection system followed in England and in this country was that in England practically all of the inspection and testing was done at one large central station, the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough, while in this country inspectors were sent out by the Government and stationed at the different factories. As it was, the inspectors were trained for their work at the Bureau of Standards, and a certain proportion of the instrument production from all parts of the country was shipped to the Bureau of Standards for more complete tests.
Factory inspection tests may legitimately be accelerated in various ways if the instruments will be individually tested, as they always should be, immediately before installation on the aircraft. Unless this is done, the instruments are liable to errors incurred during transportation. If it is done, the factory tests, at least those conducted by the Government inspection staff, may be directed to the rejection of defective instruments rather than to the observation of calibration errors. The distinction between defects and errors is a fundamental one. Defects—that is, mechanical imperfections—are avoidable and need not be permitted. Errors, on the other hand, must be present in every measuring instrument; they can not be avoided in kind, but only diminished in magnitude.

This leads up to the general matter of instrument selection, which is best accomplished by written specifications. The routine of preparing, revising, and enforcing instrument specifications can be facilitated by separating the technical specifications from other items and dividing them into construction and performance specifications.

Opinions differ regarding the need of construction specifications. One view is that the purchaser, except in special instances, should not bind the manufacturer to any particular set of constructive details. It is held that since ultimately the purchaser can only be interested in the performance of his instrument, the expedients available for securing this performance may better be left to the discretion of the manufacturer. In fact, at times rigid insistence upon construction specifications has resulted in eliminating valuable improvements. On the other hand, performance specifications formulated in ignorance of the mechanical details of the instrument are liable to overlook some item which might give rise to serious sources of error not provided for. In such a case the instrument, though worthless, could not legitimately be rejected. The best practice seems to be a compromise, leaving the construction specifications as liberal as possible but protecting the purchaser by making the performance specifications quite complete. This situation is also helped by not placing unduly large orders each time, thus leaving the manufacturer free to propose improvements which can be adopted from time to time with a revision of specifications.

The art of writing specifications, particularly performance specifications, involves two main problems: First, that of simplifying and standardizing the form of the specifications; second, that of securing sufficient flexibility in the requirements laid down.

Test reports are necessary in order to show whether an instrument conforms to the performance specifications, and unless the specifications have been prepared with just this difficulty in mind, the corresponding test report will drag out to an inconvenient length, requiring a voluminous set of curves, perhaps, to represent the observations on a single instrument. By long study of this problem in the case of altimeter testing it was found possible to select and define mathematically a minimum number of performance characteristics which could be represented by single numerical magnitudes. As a result, it became possible to give the essential test results of a large group of instruments on one single sheet of paper, a significant economy when instruments are tested in quantity, and also an advantage when investigating statistically the progressive improvement in the quality of instruments from time to time.

The other problem, flexibility of requirements, may be illustrated by an example. Suppose that a given instrument is required by the specifications to show satisfactory performance in five particulars, A, B, C, D, and E, each determined by some laboratory test. The simplest way of writing the specifications is to say that the instrument will be accepted if each of the errors, A, B, C, D, and E, is less than a stated numerical amount; otherwise, rejected. This system is satisfactory for instruments showing uniformly large or small errors throughout the schedule. But suppose that two sample instruments are submitted by rival concerns, X and Y, seeking contracts. Suppose, further, that the X instrument shows practically perfect performance on the last four items, but just barely falls below the limit on item A, while instrument Y just barely slips by on all five items. Which instrument is the better for practical use? Obviously the X instrument, because of its exceptionally good performance in the majority of the tests. Therefore, the simple system of rejection limits formulated above is unfair to the manufacturer and disadvantageous to the purchaser.
Two suggestions at least have been made for solving this problem, but nothing has yet been settled upon. One proposal is to formulate two sets of limits, a maximum and a minimum for each of the errors A, B, C, D, and E. If the instrument exceeds the maximum error for any one item, it is rejected; if it exceeds the minimum error for all items, it is likewise rejected; but if it exceeds the minimum limit in a sufficiently small number of items only, say, A and B, while showing figures below the minimum limit for the remaining items C, D, and E, then it is not rejected. The other plan is to assign numerical weights to the different errors reported in order to derive a figure of merit or average result, such as is furnished in the civil service report of a candidate's examination. Calling numerical errors A, B, C, D, and E, and the arbitrary weighting factors a, b, c, d, and e, one computes the quotient:

$$\frac{Aa + Bb + Cc + Dd + Ee}{a + b + c + d + e}$$

The resulting figure shall not exceed a prescribed numerical magnitude. This system has been followed for some time in the testing of timepieces at the Bureau of Standards and elsewhere, but it can not be adopted hastily on account of the difficulty of establishing suitable values for the relative weights, a, b, c, d, and e.

The determination of numerical limits for performance specifications, after agreement upon the form of the specifications, depends on two sources of information—first, production possibilities; second, actual needs in the air on the part of the pilot. Very much further study is needed on the subject of instrument specifications.

PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE TECHNIQUE OF TESTING.

The fundamental problems of laboratory testing are: First, the development of suitable standards of measurement; second, the reproduction or simulation in the laboratory of the essential physical conditions experienced in flight. The question of standards will be found discussed in each of the subsequent papers.

The most significant conditions experienced in flight are these five:

1. Extreme change of temperature;
2. Change of pressure or density;
3. Inclination or acceleration;
4. Vibration;
5. Time elapsed during flight.

Practically all instruments are liable to be influenced by change of temperature. For the testing of completed instruments it is convenient to control the temperature of a confined body of air, inside of which the instrument will then be operated and tested in the usual manner. But for preliminary testing and adjustment in the factory time can be saved by immersing the mechanism alone in a liquid bath before assembling. For eliminating very imperfect instruments it is sufficient to secure the desired temperature change by heating. But for accurate results cooling is likewise necessary, for some instruments give sharply parabolic temperature curves, showing fair compensation in the warm region but sloping off steeply toward the cold.

Change of pressure and density can be regulated in the laboratory by placing the instrument in some air-tight container, connected to an insulated air chamber of large volume in which the requisite vacuum is maintained. Expedients necessary for operating most of the instruments under reduced pressure are described in the subsequent papers, while such observations on air speed nozzles have already been presented in Report No. 110, The Altitude Effect on Air Speed Indicators, published by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (Sixth Annual Report).

The effects of inclination and of linear acceleration are equivalent, because either is equivalent to a change in the effective component of gravity. Linear acceleration errors equivalent to a decrease of gravity can be reproduced in the laboratory then by tilting or inverting the instrument. Accelerations corresponding to an increase of gravity may be realized by the use
of a whirling table. This has been done in connection with the laboratory testing of accelerometers and gyro turn indicators.

The vibrations of an airplane instrument board have been observed to consist mainly of torsional vibrations in the plane of the board. They can be reproduced in the laboratory by the elastic suspension of a structure carrying an unbalanced motor. Such devices, capable of regulation, are described in Report No. 126, Part I; Report No. 127, Part II; and Report No. 129, Part II. Vibrations may obscure the reading, shift the reading, or cause progressive changes in the mechanism of an instrument. Most instruments also show less hysteresis (lag) under vibration than when tested on a stationary support. Such tests are particularly important with new types of instruments and should be run for an extended period.

The absolute amount of time elapsed during any given part of a flight is an essential factor when the instrument is subject to irreversible effects, such as temperature lag or elastic lag. For the exact determination of the errors of an instrument in such cases, the same variation of temperature and instrument reading from moment to moment which occurred during the flight must be reproduced in the laboratory. This is known as a flight-history test, and although difficult, has been found necessary in establishing competitive altitude records. Short-cut methods for discovering the magnitude of these irreversible effects in instruments based on elastic action are the observation of drift, hysteresis, or after-effect. These tests are explained in the paper on altimeters and barographs, Part I of Report No. 126, but are equally applicable in principle to other instruments.

Besides the foregoing physical problems, an interesting field is offered for efficiency engineering in the development of appliances for testing a great quantity of instruments simultaneously, and in perfecting the procedure for recording and computing observations with a minimum pay-roll.

PROBLEMS OF INSTALLATION.

The problems of installation are hardly less important than those relating to the design of the instruments themselves, because a good instrument can be made ineffective by improper location or faulty connections.

The force element of typical instruments, referred to above under the head of mechanical design, consists of two parts, the collecting or receiving element and some elastic system. In general these two parts are connected by long-distance transmissions (wires, tubing, or shafting), but in particular cases the two parts are consolidated. Table III shows the usual arrangement of the receiving and indicating elements for the more familiar instruments. The modern tendency is toward the separated type, particularly with large aircraft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III.—Installation of receiving and indicating elements.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consolidated.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In cockpit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altimeters and barographs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static scopes and rate-of-climb indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most compasses and turn indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timepieces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Problems of installation can be investigated from the standpoint of the receiving element, the long-distance transmission, and the indicating element. Compasses, for example, may be in serious error unless the magnetic element can be separated and placed sufficiently far away from the engine; likewise the pressure head of an air-speed indicator might as well be left off entirely as to be installed too close to the propeller slip stream. These difficulties have been analyzed by Prof. S. Herbert Anderson, in a recent discussion of aeronautical instruments.¹

Again the difficulties of long-distance transmissions are the tendencies toward time lag, excessive weight, and breakage. The breakage difficulty was particularly noticed in France with radiator thermometer capillaries. A great proportion of the planes sent back from the front for salvage at Romorantin were found to have these broken transmissions. It was concluded that in many cases the breakage occurred through delicacy of the fine metal tubing, but that in numerous other cases the mechanics had cut the tubes as one would cut wire with the intention of soldering them together again. Breakage of tachometer shafts occurred through stresses caused by sudden twisting. Air-speed indicator tubing proved difficult to keep intact, while it is well known that the hydrostatic long-distance gasoline gauges were abandoned on combat planes because of fire risk and loss of gasoline caused by exposure of the tubing to gunfire.

The study of best location for indicating elements leads to the general question of instrument board design. The instruments must be so placed, without mutual interference, as to offer the greatest convenience for the pilot. This is not easy with multiple engine planes where each of the power-plant instruments has to be repeated from two to four times. The problem is still more difficult in relation to visibility at night. Three plans have been tried for artificial illumination of instruments. One of the earliest was to provide small incandescent lamps underneath translucent dials. The plan most extensively followed during the early part of the war consisted in the use of luminous paint. The requirements for satisfactory illumination by this process are complex and have been fully investigated by Dr. N. E. Dorsey. There was a tendency to provide too great luminosity, which was found objectionable by many pilots and night bombers. For observation of the landscape the natural sensitivity of the eye at night has to be relied upon, and this was destroyed by the glare from the luminous paint, even in the case of dials seemingly capable of giving out only the very faintest glow. The demand consequently arose for small shielded incandescent lamps adjacent to the respective instruments, which could be put on and off at will.

Many further problems have been considered regarding instrument board design, such as the development of antivibration boards; the construction of a curved instrument board with dials normal to the line of sight; while the possibility of thermostatically maintaining a constant temperature for the instruments by the use of a circulating fluid bath has been considered as a means of eliminating temperature errors. This last expedient might have had the advantage during the war of speeding up the supply of instruments by eliminating the test for temperature compensation.

In general the further investigation of installation improvements is very much to be desired.

PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE USE OF INSTRUMENTS.

For best results in the practical use of instruments, attention must be given to their proper adjustment and care, to the application of the necessary corrections, and to the proper interpretation of observations.

Instruments must be adjusted where possible to read zero when not in action. This is important especially with altimeters at the start of a flight; otherwise the altimeter will be of help in making a landing. Instruments which are not adjustable should be read at the start of a flight. For this reason instruments provided with stops, as is very common with pressure gauges, are objectionable. In such cases there is no way to tell, before operating an instrument over its scale, whether it is in working order or not. Instruments should be tapped before starting to see that the pointer swings freely, and all connections looked over, tubes being tested to see that they are not plugged. Such details will be brought out in the separate papers, but it may be stated in general that the most important precaution to secure accuracy is to make sure that the instrument in use has been recently given an authoritative laboratory test.

Corrections may be divided into two classes, theoretical and instrumental. The theoretical correction is the amount which would still have to be applied even if the instrument were...
mechanically perfect. For example, the usual altimeter is subject to correction for the temperature of the atmosphere, an item which is oftentimes forgotten though it may readily amount to a thousand feet or more. Similarly the air speed meter has to be corrected for the density of the atmosphere and the compass for the departure of magnetic north from true north. Instrumental corrections, on the other hand, have to be discovered by laboratory test in comparison with a suitable standard. The instrumental corrections might well be noted down in tabular form on a small card placed beside each instrument in front of the pilot. This practice is already quite common with compasses.

The interpretation of observations, after the necessary corrections have been applied, depends on the object sought; this subject is quite fully discussed in the paper on navigating instruments, Report No. 131.

PROBLEMS OF MAINTENANCE.

Instruments which are satisfactory when used the first time may not remain so indefinitely. Attention must be given to questions of inspection, calibration, readjustment, and salvage. The instrument equipment of aircraft should be regularly inspected by experts who are able to tell at a glance whether anything is wrong. If any derangement is discovered, the instrument should be plainly marked, "Out of order," and, of course, replaced when possible. Some of the defects which may be discovered by ground inspection are the following: Failure of pointer to read zero; failure to vibrate readily when vigorously tapped; bent or loose pointer; dial in wrong position; cover glass cracked; illumination out of order; connections broken; leakage from liquid-filled instruments.

In addition to the periodical inspection, instruments should be specially inspected after a crash or transportation, and before starting on any important flight. And besides such records, obtained by regular inspectors, a record may profitably be kept of troubles reported by the flyers themselves. These reports will furnish raw material for important scientific study in the future, regardless of whether the troubles reported are genuine or only psychological.

At long intervals instruments should be detached and tested in the laboratory as a matter of precaution, even if no troubles have been reported either by the pilots or inspectors. The reason for this is that serious errors may accompany the full scale deflection of an instrument, even though nothing is visibly wrong on the ground. Such changes of calibration often arise from deterioration due to continuous vibration, the presence of dust or rust (the latter especially on seaplanes), and even from true progressive changes in the quality of the constituent material. These last, which are known as secular changes, may become apparent several years after the instrument has been manufactured; they have been demonstrated to occur not only in materials like fabric and rubber, but also in metallic diaphragms and steel springs.

Such calibration tests need not be as elaborate as those originally given. It is usually sufficient to determine the correction of the instrument at two points—the zero point and one point near the end of the working range. The temperature test, if it has really been made once, need not be repeated on this occasion. From the two readings taken an approximate percentage correction factor is available, although an average factor, based on a complete set of observations, is still better.

Unless the percentage correction is small, the instrument should be readjusted. This may at time be done sufficiently well by merely shifting the pointer; at other times it will be necessary to alter the movement internally, which should not be undertaken without expert knowledge. If only a small correction has been found, it is better to let it go or issue a correction card, for small mechanical readjustments are liable to slip back again or otherwise change during the next flight.

Instruments which are broken need not be discarded. If the original manufacturer is unable to handle repair business, the service should maintain some central salvaging station, equipped with expert personnel and facilities for such work. This was found to be a very necessary function of the supply services in France. American instruments were salvaged at Colombey-les-belles and at Romorantin; British instruments were sent back to Farnborough,
where at the Royal Aircraft Establishment instrument salvaging was done on a very large scale in the most scientific manner.

The salvaging problem consists of taking a certain number of damaged instruments and reassembling them to provide a smaller number of good instruments. The percentage of instruments redeemed will, of course, be increased if, in addition to the wrecked instruments, spare parts from the factory are also kept on hand. The readjustment of the resulting instruments, including temperature compensation, forms an important part of the salvage problem. A further study of scientific expedients for quickly making the necessary adjustment and preserving a uniform scale ought to be seriously taken up. Some instruments are better adapted than others for readjustment; hence since it is the destiny of every instrument to be eventually readjusted, this consideration should be given some weight in selecting instruments for purchase.

Instrument salvaging is not only one of the essential problems of maintenance of equipment, but the tabulation of the defects thus brought to light should be of great scientific value as a basis for the future improvement of instruments.

PHYSICAL RESEARCH PROBLEMS.

The foregoing general problems have been taken up more or less in chronological order. First, an instrument has to be designed, and then it has to be manufactured, and so on along the line. This sequence begins and ends with the subject of physical research. Rational design, spoken of at the beginning, is an application of whatever physical laws and data are available at the time. Instrument development can not progress indefinitely without further installments of such research results.

Among the applications of physical research discussed in the subsequent papers are the following: Design of elastic system of precision altimeter; theory of bimetallic temperature compensation; compensation for angular acceleration; determination of the minimum number of data needed for defining the behavior of instruments with respect to imperfect elasticity; development of rate-of-climb indicators with high sensitivity and small lag; theory of dynamical ground speed indicators without mechanical integration; theory of the motion of a spinning top in an airplane going around a bank; design of a new type of gyroscopic mechanism with experimental determination of the requisite data on friction; and the development of an absolute method for testing oxygen apparatus without the need of flow-metering devices. Some of the more general problems along which, in the interest of instrument development, further progress is to be desired are: The laws of solid friction; fluid dynamics; synthetic development of liquids with a minimum temperature coefficient of viscosity; development of alloys having a minimum change of elasticity with temperature; and a more complete determination of the laws of elastic hysteresis.

No field of practical work could therefore be more fascinating to the student of theoretical or experimental physics, or more completely dependent on this branch of science, than that of aeronautic instruments.
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